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OUR MISSION
We are committed to empowering the local indigenous communities of Bocas del Toro, Panama through
education and community development. As a volunteer-driven organization, we aim to provide travelers
from around the world with a meaningful experience that has a positive impact in the community.

A Letter From Neil:
2016 was our sixth year
in Panama! Being that
numerology has my curiosity
these days I found this
auspicious definition of 6:
“Properly nicknamed the
motherhood number, it is
all about sacrificing, caring,
healing,
protecting
and
teaching others. No family
or community can function
without the power of the 6
to keep them together and
safe. She is the glue that

keeps a family or community year where we committed to
together.”
supporting the growth of the
Give & Surf Family in new
The very fabric of Give & and deserving communities.
Surf lies in this explanation I am so incredibly proud of
of 6. The interconnectedness our staff for taking on new
is palpable as I think about heights, but most proud of
all the lives that have been the relationships built within
touched in such amazing these communities.
ways thanks to thousands
of small acts of loving Here’s to number 6 and
commitment to making the making all that we do
world a better place here in possible!
Bocas del Toro, Panama. As
you will read, 2016 marked a
—Neil Christiansen
President/Founder

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Thank you to those individuals who are most committed to Give
& Surf and continue to help guide the future of the organization
and ensure its success.
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New York, New York
Chief Operating Officer
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AMBASSADORS
Thank you to those individuals who have gone above & beyond in their support of Give & Surf and
whose continued involvement ensures the future success of our organization & the communities
we serve.
Melissa Grani
Paki Gale
Juan David Isaac
Jenny Farhat
Dan Ferraro
Maria Nadel

Rick Robbins
Jungen You
Wendy Hung
Alvaro Masegosa
Jack Pichard
Mike Waidmann

Carly Arnwine
Trond Einemo
Kristin Panke
Eric Adams

Thank You

Give & Surf in a Snapshot
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Boca Del Drago
•

•
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to the Primary School
& Solar Installaton
Scholarships

Bocas Del Toro
We had over

200

volunteers in
2016!

•
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Adult English Classes
Scholarships

Isla Carenero
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Panama

Adult English Classes
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6000
volunteer
hours in
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Adult English Classes
Teacher’s House
Scholarships
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•
•
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Sunshine Heroes Community Center computer lab
and extracurricular programs
Scholarships
Surf Outreach & Marine Education
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Escuelita
Summer Camp
Adult English Classes
Scholarships
New playground & water system
Surf Outreach

Bahia Honda
•
•
•
•

Isla Bastimentos

Isla Solarte

Escuelita
Summer Camp
Adult English
Classes
Scholarships

Solarte Teacher’s House

T

hanks to Carl & Peter Von Mertens and the crew
they brought down, the Solarte Teacher’s House was
constructed in under a week’s time! Two primary school
teachers will be housed in the new space which will help
to improve teacher attendance and their engagement
with the local community as well as save them expensive
commuting fees.
Project Cost: $11,000
Sponsor: Carl & Peter Von Mertens
Beneficiaries: 60+ children at the Solarte Primary School

Bocas del Drago Primary School Expansion

S

urf for Life teamed up with us again in 2016 to fund the construction of a two classroom
addition to the Bocas del Drago Primary School. Previously, preschoolers had no classroom
and other students were attending class in a storage room and health clinic. Now, the 110+
students have adequate classroom space to learn, play & grow. Plus, the rooms are equipped with
solar electricity thanks to a generous donation from Marty Marcinczyk.
Sponsor: Surf for Life
Project cost: $38,000
Beneficiaries: 110+ preschool & primary school students

Expansion of Bahía Roja Escuelita to 5 days a week

T

his year, we saw the expansion of our Escuelita program in Bahia Roja from two to
five days per week. This was made possible thanks to Surf for Life who built the new
preschool classroom in Bahia Roja in 2015 and funding from Education is Power for a fulltime teacher. Marialena Santos, a Bahia Roja resident and assistant teacher with Give
& Surf, completed her Bachelor’s degree in Education and was promoted to lead teacher
to head this expanded program. Now Give & Surf serves 45 children ages 2 to 6 in their
Escuelitas in Bahia Roja and Bahia Honda.

M

arialena Santos, daughter of Pedro & Maria Santos of Bahia Roja, grew up in Bahia
Roja and has been a member of the Give & Surf team for two years. Through her
hands on experience, formal university education, and passion for learning, Marialena
has developed into a strong lead teacher and a great role model for the youngest
members of the Bahia Roja community. Special thanks to Education is Power for
supporting this program and Marialena!

“I’ve seen a big change
in the students since we
started offering class 5
days a week. Now they
have more confidence and
are much more active in
class. Now they will keep
advancing and learning
and will go on to Primary
School much better
prepared.

”

—Marialena Santos

Sunshine Heroes Community Center in Old Bank

W

ith the help
from friends at
the Sunshine Heroes
Foundation, we officially
opened the Sunshine
Children’s Center in Old
Bank on Isla Bastimentos at
the start of 2016. Through
the support of Give & Surf
staff, interns & volunteers,
we have been able to offer
a variety of educational
and recreational programs
to the local community
including after-school
programs, skateboard class,
teen outreach programs,
and more. Additionally,
the computer lab is open
seven days a week to all
community members.

VOLUNTEERS

Our work is not possible without the support
of all of our volunteers who tirelessly donate their time & love.
Carl Von Mertens, New Hampshire
Peter Von Mertens, Massachusetts
Ari Kurtz, Massachusetts
Jim & Sue Callahan, New Hampshire
Sarah & Peter Sandback, New Hampshire
Marcus Clarke, New York
Ashlin Conroy, New York
Danica Nobbs, Alberta
Sara Gonzalez, Portugal
Emily Nichols, Minnesota
Emma Griffith, Washington
Chandra Stewart, Massachusetts
Kathleen Killoy, Massachusetts
Kristina Kulikow, Ontario
Jason Crane, California
Elyse Eng, New York
Holden Taylor, Florida
Barbara Gibert, Spain
Renee Blair, New York
Sabine Fankhauser, Switzerland
Miguel Graca, Portugal
Sofia Santos, Portugal
Kelsey Walsh, California
Devan O’Dowd, Illinois
Spencer Gray, South Carolina
Olivia McGills, California
Justin Connell, New Jersey
Mary Claire Bolo, Hawaii
Preston Souza, Hawaii
Zach Simon, California
Eli Kurtz, Massachusetts
Spencer Gray, South Carolina
Joan Berger, Maryland
Jackie Bira, Missouri
Thomas Dempsey, California
Daniel Silveira &
Melissa Richardson, California
Heather Durnford, Canada
Kelsey George, Texas
Francis MacGillivray, UK
Eunho Lee, South Korea

Students Without Borders Academy, Canada
Surf for Life, California
Morristown Beard High School, New Jersey
US Naval Academy

Our volunteer teachers living
in Bocas del Toro:
Keenan Hansen
Charlene Snow
Juliano Goncalves
Sharon Adam
Anne-Michelle Wand
Charly Whitaker
Pamela Moore
Jaleesha Majeed
Boana Visser
Kay Heath
Margo Carey

INTERNS
Griffin Garner, Santa Clara University
Olivia Daniels, Clemson University
Dylan Vahradian, University of Portland
Beryl Pereira, Benedictine University
Nakasi Herbert, University of Georgia
Tara Kelly, St. Michael’s College
Savannah Remmich, University of North Texas/CATIE
David Evanko, California State University
Sophia Chiang, University of St, Andrews, Scotland
Ryan Richards, American University

Expansion of Adult English Classes

T

hanks to our partnership with Habla Ya Spanish School, we have been able to expand our Adult
English as a Second Language classes. Ex-pats living in Bocas serve as volunteer instructors
teaching basic English for free to local community members. Over 100 adults participated in this
program in 2016 and gained skills to help find better jobs in the growing tourism sector.

“Because of tourism,
English has become a
very important language
here in Bocas. 5 or 6
years ago I didn’t speak
any English at all. Now,
because of the adult English
classes, I feel confident
in my ability to speak and
understand English. I work
as a community tour guide,
using my English all the

”

time.

—Eddy Gomez

Keenan’s story:

“

I came down to an island with close to no plan, no place to stay, no things to do, and
just one person to meet. I went to a local Spanish School [Habla Ya Spanish Schools]
here in Bocas and asked the staff about volunteering. They then told me about the Give
& Surf Organization, and how they were looking for English teachers. I had never taught
English before in my life, but it sounded interesting and it would help me to find a place
to stay for my three months living in Bocas. At first I was scared I was going to forget
the lesson, they wouldn’t understand me, I wouldn’t succeed in teaching them anything.

I

focused mainly on conversational teaching. I got close with my students by learning
about their jobs, families, favorite foods, cultural and lingual differences. One of my
students came a little later in the course but he showed up every class after that. His
name was Christian. Christian wore a plaid dress shirt
and jeans to every class until one day he came
wearing a shirt with the logo of Playa Tortuga
Hotel. I asked Christian where he was
before class. He said he had just
come from work. Up to this
point in the class Christian
had been unemployed. I
asked him where he worked
and what he did there. He
told me that he worked at
the hotel in reception but
needed help with what he
was supposed to say when
his customers came in. I
modeled the next lesson on
hotel reception. I always
asked my students what
they wanted to learn from
me. To try and teach them exactly
what they needed to know. It made
me feel good to have a student of mine get
a job within my course. Teaching this course was
a very meaningful, useful, and productive experience.
I can teach anywhere in the world now because Give & Surf and Habla Ya gave me this
opportunity. I feel good going away knowing I made a difference in somebody’s life for
the better. Very grateful for the opportunity.”

—Keenan Hansen, Give & Surf Volunteer, 2016

Bahía Roja Playground
35 Morristown Beard High School students visited in the summer of 2016 and constructed the
new playground for our preschool and primary school students. Now all of the kids have a fun,
safe place to enjoy recess during school as well as to play on after-school and on the weekends!
Project cost: $5,000
Sponsor: Morristown Beard High School
Beneficiaries: 40+ children of Bahia Roja

Bahia Roja Cafeteria & Water System
Give & Surf partnered with Basic Needs, Simple Solutions in 2017 to complete a rancho-style
cafeteria at the primary school plus a water system which provides basic water access to all of
the homes in the village.
Project cost: $5,000
Sponsor: Basic Needs, Simple Solutions
Beneficiaries: 125+ community members of Bahia Roja

New Extracurricular Activities launched in 2016
Teen Marine Education Mentorship Program
his new program for at-risk teens in Old Bank
provides one day per week of academic support and
another day of snorkeling, spearfishing, and learning
about our aquatic environment.

T
T

hanks to our friends at Scuba 6 Diving, our Marine
Education participants got to try SCUBA diving for the
first time.

Youth Swim Lessons and Ocean Safety
ur swim lessons and ocean safety classes help to
increase children’s swimming abilities and safety in
aquatic environments. Thanks to intern Sophia Chiang
who designed the curriculum and led the first session of
this program and to Eric Adams for donating all of the
bathing suits & goggles to our new swimmers.

O

Cultural Immersion
Workshops
ed by Vaneza, the
Bahía Honda Escuelita
teacher, our new Cultural
Immersion Workshops give
volunteers a chance to learn
and celebrate Ngöbe history
and culture. Kudos to Dylan
Vahradian for helping
to put these workshops
together including coconut
bread baking, coconut oil
making, fishing, and artisan
handicrafts.

L

Skateboard Program
in Old Bank
aking full advantage
of the new skate ramp
build by the Sunshine
Heroes Foundation in 2015,
volunteer Juliano led a free
skateboard program for the
youth of Old Bank. Special
thanks to Chris Miller for
donating 10 new boards to
kids in Bocas!

T

Higher Education Scholarship Program

W

hile Give & Surf has always given out a few continued education scholarships to
high school and university students in Bahia Roja and Bahia Honda, in 2016 we
committed to drastically expanding our scholarship program. We made this pledge because
we have expanded the communities we have been working in over the last two years and
the BESO foundation which previously provided scholarships to other students in the area
dissolved at the end of 2015. In 2016 we provided scholarships to over 30 high school
and university students and helped with transportation costs for several others. These
scholarships help ensure that all students have financial assistance to pay for registration
fees, school materials, and transportation to & from school.

Mayribeth is a star student from Bahia Honda. She is five
years old and enjoys learning words in English, playing with
friends, and wants to be a teacher when she grows up. When
she first started in Escuelita last year, she was extremely shy
and timid but after a few months, she opened up and now
proudly sings (or shouts!) all of our songs and is a leader in
the classroom!

FINANCES

2016
DONORS

Patrocinador $5000+:

Padrino $1000+:

Promotor $500+:

Carl & Peter Von Mertens

PriceSmart Panama

Stuart Grauer

Surf for Life Foundation

Ken & Jennifer Talentino

Brian and Eleanore Christiansen

Sunshine Heroes Foundation

Melissa Grani & Paki Gale

Bocas Hot Sauce

Joan & Gary Berger

Jungeun You

Lisa Warren

Bob & Carol Christiansen

Wendy Hung

The Nadel Family

Johnson & Johnson

Trond Einemo

Peter & Sarah Sandback

Jesse & Tera Garcia

Marty Marcinczyk

Erin Riley

Education is Power Foundation

DW Partners

Basic Needs/Simple Solutions

American Endowment
Foundation
Comcast

Amigo $100+:
Elyse Eng
Chandra Stewart
Kathleen Killoy
Colleen Hickey
David Kirk
Jack Pichard
Rick Robbins
Melinda Vahradian
Diane Young
Richard Fitzpatrick
Brigit Waidmann
Robin Connelly
Bill & Karen Talentino
The Garner Family

SPONSORS

Education
is
Power

THANK

YOU

FOR

YOUR

CONTINUED

SUPPORT

